Sourcing Service
Please find details of our latest sourcing service offer.

Listing Price:

£51,500

Number of Bedrooms:

3

Potential Monthly Rental:

£500-£525

Potential ROI:

15-25%

Description:
Direct to vendor purchase.
This is an extremely large 3 bedroom back to back property that is not currently on the
open market. We are buying another property through this seller and they have offered
this property to us.
The property is over 3 main floors, on the ground floor there is a large living room and side
kitchen. There is also access to a small cellar. On the first floor there is a very large
master bedroom with the family bathroom. In the attic space there are 2 large bedrooms
that would fit double beds.
The property does require modernising, but the electrics, gas central heating and double
glazing are all in place. There is some damp damage but this has been caused by a
leaking toilet pipe and also a blocked gutter. This can be repaired fairly easily.
One thing that this property has going for it is the space (the rooms are amazing in size)
and a distinct lack of 3 bedroom properties in the area.
Image Link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kzxqf2kum4yizuj/AAAjNSMPq9tBo11-UBoS4uQ7a?dl=0

Education:

Breakdown of Numbers:
£500PCM Rental:

£525PCM Rental:

Commuting:

Potential Renovation Cost:

Revaluation Comparables:
This has been a challenge as 3 bedroom properties are difficult to find in the area (as most
properties are 2 bedroom terraces). The last sale on this street was over 18 mo0nths ago
and the property itself was tired and dated:

Looking further out on the sales history for 3 bedroom properties within the ¼ mile radius
we did come across a 2 bedroom property that is on the same street (Different postcode)
that achieved a higher resell price:

The above has been classed as a 2 bedroom property but it does have an additional attic
room (3rd bedroom). This property also has garden access.
Moving onto the rest of the ¼ mile radius for examples:

Active properties on the market that are available for purchase:

Rental Comparables:
Within 1 mile there are currently 0 available 3 bedroom properties as the below is
currently under application.

I personally own 2 rental properties within the ¼ mile radius and I am also buying a 3rd
property.
Property 1 is currently let at £525PCM – 2 bedroom property that has a garden and has
been fully renovated from top to bottom
Property 2 is currently let at £400PCM – 2 Bedroom property with rear yard that has been
purchased with a sitting tenant. Property is dated but I have no intention on moving the
tenant out so there is no cost at the moment. I would be aiming personally for £450£475PCM.
Property 3 is currently being purchased – 1 bedroom property on the main road that I will
be advertising for £450PCM

Disclaimer
Whilst we do try our hardest to give accurate figures there will be occasions where costs are
higher, or values lower.
We advise that you are happy with the rental return % and income at the purchase price, and
use future potential added value as a bonus, as the markets decrease as well as decrease.
We advise any purchases to conduct their own due diligence before committing to any purchase.
Target revaluations and rental amounts are taken from current market conditions. We cannot
take responsibility for valuations conducted by lenders if they are lower than the figures that we
have estimated. We will always give figures that we believe are achievable with the current
market conditions.
Renovation figures are again estimates.
All purchases are completed at the buyers own risk.

